Designlab Seamlessly Reaches Core
Target Audience of Front-End Developers
Using Carbon Ads

Designlab is a small, expert team of developers and designers who
are reinventing creative education. The company has developed a
mentor-driven online course that teaches developers the creative
design skills needed to create beautiful web and mobile products
through UX and UI. In-house, the team does not have deep marketing
experience, yet they knew they needed to build up their email
marketing list and generate signups for their course.
What they needed was an expert team to help them access their niche
audience of front-end developers and get their message directly in
front of them.
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Carbon Ads Accelerates Targeted Signups & Conversions
The team at Designlab had been testing out ads with Facebook and was
building up the muscle in their email marketing channel, yet neither of those
activities were bringing in enough quality signups. The challenge was accessing
front-end developers an audience not easy to come by on the general web.
When Daniel Shapiro, CoFounder of Designlab, found Carbon Ads, he was
confident that it would provide them with exposure to the right audience, leading
to an increased ROI in the form of signups and conversions. A premium, inviteonly ad network that connects highly qualified audiences with highly relevant
advertisers, the Carbon Ads team began placing Designlab’s ads with the best
publishers and audiences.
On top of that, “The fact that Bootstrap, specifically, is in the Carbon Ads
publisher network and makes up such an awesome part of the audience we’re
reaching makes Carbon an even more valuable resource,” said Shapiro.
Advertising with Carbon Ads on Bootstrap, Designlab quickly began capturing
front-end developers building with and reading the documentation on Bootstrap.
“Someone who is technical and reading something like the docs on Bootstrap is
a much better quality lead for us.” This was the turning point for Shapiro,
solidifying the fact that Carbon Ads was right the solution to help them reach
new leads and customers with success. “We’re now able to really reach our
target customers. Carbon Ads sends people to our website that are highly likely
to be interested in our product,” said Shapiro.

“Carbon Ads is a great way to reach front-end developers. Anyone
trying to reach a niche like this should be using Carbon.”
Daniel Shapiro, CoFounder Designlab
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Perfecting Conversions With Better Leads
With an increase in traﬃc and lead volume on their site, Shapiro found this a
great opportunity for him and his team to learn more about and perfect their lead
conversion tactics through email marketing. “Carbon Ads sends us great leads
and we’ve been iterating on converting them,” said Shapiro. “We advise anyone
who is capturing quality leads like these to get in touch with them and really work
to convert them.”
Shapiro sums it up best when he says, “Carbon Ads is a great way to easily
reach front-end developers. I am very pleased with the entire experience working
with the Carbon team and will certainly continue to do so.”

About Carbon Ads
Carbon Ads is the best way to reach designers and developers through a
single, relevant, tasteful ad. It is a premium, inviteonly ad network connecting
highly qualified audiences with highly relevant services, products and brands.
The result is an increase in ROI and brand exposure for advertisers, and a better
experience for readers.
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